Summary of Modifications/Changes in this Update

This Summary of Changes is for information only. It is not a part of the referenced document, and should not be used for project documentation.

DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
August 1, 2017

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
General Motor Requirements For HVAC and Steam Generation Equipment, 23 05 12

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
February 1, 2015

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
General Motor Requirements For HVAC and Steam Generation Equipment, 23 05 12

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. Added 1.3 B – motors to be submitted with the driven equipment.
2. Changed all references to “Resident Engineer” to say “COR.”
3. Added 2.1 N to include energy efficiency for small motors based on DOE regulations.
4. Deleted paragraph 2.1 C 1 – which removes contractor’s option to use electrically commutated (EC) motors.